[1] It is very important to predict the shock arrival times (SATs) at Earth for space weather practice. In this paper we use the energy of soft X-ray during solar flare events to help predict the SATs at Earth. We combine the soft X-ray energy and SAT prediction models previously developed by researchers to obtain two new methods. By testing the methods with the total of 585 solar flare events following the generation of a metric type II radio burst during the Solar Cycle 23 from September 1997 to December 2006, we find that the predictions of SATs at Earth could be improved by significantly increasing POD n , the proportion of events without shock detection that were correctly forecast. POD n represents a method's ability in forecasting the solar flare events without shocks arriving at the Earth, which is important for operational predictions.
Introduction
[2] The interplanetary (IP) shocks can bring changes to the terrestrial environment which, together with other space weather phenomena, might be able to damage the performance of space-borne and ground-based electronic technology systems. So it's very essential to build operational prediction models, based on very early solar (or near-sun) diagnostics, that can provide whether the shocks will arrive at the Earth, and the shock arrival times (SATs) and strength if they will.
[3] Some physics-based models have been developed, such as the Shock Time of Arrival (STOA) model Smart et al., , 1986 Smart and Shea, 1985; Lewis and Dryer, 1987] , the Interplanetary Shock Propagation Model (ISPM) [Smith and Dryer, 1990] and the Hakamada-Akasofu-Fry/version-2 (HAFv.2) model [Fry et al., 2001] . All the three models use similar observational data as inputs which include flare's solar longitude, start time of the metric type II radio drift, the proxy pistondriving time duration and solar wind speed. The STOA is an empirical model. In our new method of predicting the SATs, we use this model to give the specific arrival times of the IP shocks when Yes predictions are given. In STOA model the initial explosion, flare, not the CME drives the IP shock, and after the driven stage, the shock will decelerate as a blast wave. The blast wave rides over a uniform background solar wind. The HAFV.2 model is a kinematic model which can be used to study the propagation of the interplanetary disturbances. Compared with previous models such as STOA and their improved SEP additions, the more sophisticated 3D MHD models [Odstrcil et al., 2002 ; C. C. Detman et al., 2006; Feng et al., 2007] address the background plasma and IMF inhomogeneity, e.g., CIRs, sector boundaries, etc.
[4] In addition, Feng et al. [2009] developed a database method for prediction of SATs at Earth by creating databases using previous numerical prediction models that include the influence of the initial shock speed and source longitude's impact.
[5] Some characteristic speed of CME were also used to help predicting the SATs of IP shocks [Manoharan et al., 2004; Schwenn et al., 2005; Gopalswamy et al., 2005] . IP shocks driven by CMEs will arrive earlier than the CMEs, and the time difference between them depend on the geometry of the driving CME and the upstream Alfvenic Mach number. Sometimes a corresponding ICME couldn't be detected at L1 due to the interaction with the ambient solar wind. In this paper we will only focus on the shocks related with solar flares following the metric type II radio bursts during Solar Cycle 23.
[6] Much work has been done to test the performance of the SAT prediction models [e.g., Smith et al., 2000 Smith et al., , 2004 Smith et al., , 2009a Fry et al., 2003; McKenna-Lawlor et al., 2006] . Standard meteorological methodology could be adopted to analysis the predictions and observations using shock events observed during Solar Cycle 23. [McKenna-Lawlor et al., 2006] . Our work also use these method and data to test the two new methods.
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[7] IP shocks are not the only products of solar flares, which also release some electromagnetic and particle radiation. SEPs move much faster than the shocks associated with them, so SEPs may be used to help predicting the SATs. Based on this point of view, Qin et al. [2009] presented an SAT prediction model STOASEP by combining the observation of the high energy solar energetic electrons at L1 with the well-known prediction model STOA. The STOASEP model remarkably improves the ratio of the correct predictions to false alarms. Like the SEPs, soft X-rays and radio bursts are also related to flares and shocks closely and might be used to help predicting SATs too. Dryer proposed that soft X-ray and metric radio drifts [e.g., Smerd, 1970; Stewart et al., 1970; Dulk et al., 1971 ] be used as he described in various papers and reviews for a reasonably high probability warning [e.g., Dryer, 1974] . It is known that the peak intensities of soft X-rays are used to classify the solar flare events. Smith et al. [1994] discussed the probability of soft X-ray as a proxy for total energy injected by a flare into the interplanetary medium (E). The total energy was estimated from observed coronal shock velocities, source duration, and spatial extent using an empirical equation. The integral under the curve between the flare's start and stop times was used as the energy released by the flare in soft X-ray (E x ). Although, it was claimed that E x couldn't be used as a proxy for the total flare energy into the IP medium, E, but at least the two of them are correlated [Smith et al., 1994] . In addition, the soft X-rays could be observed much earlier than the IP shocks associated with the same flare. Therefore, it's possible to improve the real-time predictions of SATs with the help of E x from the soft X-ray observations.
[8] In this paper, we study the prediction of SATs with the help of soft X-ray observations. We briefly describe the STOA and STOASEP models developed previously by researchers in section 2. In section 3, we present two new SAT prediction methods by combining STOA and STOASEP models with the analysis of soft X-ray observations. We study the performance of different models in section 4. In section 5, we present conclusions and discussions.
Description of STOA and STOASEP Models
[9] The Shock Time of Arrival (STOA) model [Smart and Shea, 1985] is widely used to predict shocks arrival times. It is based on the similarity theory of blast waves, modified by the piston-driving concept, that emanate from point explosion. STOA model divides the propagation of an IP shock into two stages. In the first stage, the shock is initially driven at a constant speed which is derived from the metric type II radio frequency drift rate. Then the shock entered the second stage, the blast wave phase, in which the blast wave rides over a uniform background solar wind. In this model the magnetoacoustic Mach number is used to measure the strength of the shock, and M a = 1.0 is a limit below which shocks decay to MHD waves. Besides other references, Qin et al. [2009] could also be referred for the details of STOA model.
[10] Qin et al.
[2009] developed a new SAT prediction model, STOASEP, by combining the STOA model with the help of the high energy solar energetic electron measurements (0.038-0.053 Mev, 5-minute averaged level two data of ACE/EPAM). In their model they use the shock strength limit, M a = 1.0 (like in STOA model), and the ratio (R) of the target flux (F t ) to the background flux (F b ) to decide whether the shock could arrive at the Earth. Here the 10-minute averaged energetic electron flux during the time range [t SE + 142.5 min : t SE + 152.5 min] is taken as the F t , with t SE the solar event time, and F b is the 30-minute averaged flux during the time range [t SE À 15 min : t SE + 15 min]. The STOASEP model uses a threshold of ratio R t = 1.05. If M a > 2, STOASEP will make a "Yes" prediction; If M a ≤ 1, a "No" prediction will be made by the model; when 1 < M a < 2, the model STOASEP will make a prediction depending on the ratio R, if R > R t or R ≤ R t , a "Yes" or "No", respectively, prediction will be made. Furthermore, the STOASEP model uses STOA model to predict the shock arrival time if it is predicted that the shock would arrive.
Predicting the SATs With the Help of Energy
Released by Flare in Soft X-Rays, New Methods STOAF and STOASF [11] There are 622 solar flare events following the generation of type II radio burst in the Solar Cycle 23 covering the period from 4 September 1997 to 14 December 2006, in which 170 events during the rise phase were compiled by Fry et al. [2003] , 207 events during the maximum phase were compiled by McKenna-Lawlor et al. [2006] , and 245 events during the decline phase were compiled by Smith et al. [2009b] . We try to use soft X-ray energy to improve SAT prediction. However, in Fry et al. [2003] the soft X-ray peak intensity data for the flare events are not given, but they are available online at http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/ solar/solardataservices.html. When matching the soft X-ray peak intensity data with flare events in the rise phase, the data of the nearest event in time is used. In addition, there are 37 of the total 622 events removed because of the lack of soft X-ray intensity data, so in this work we only use the left 585 solar flare events.
[12] Figure 1 shows scattered plot of the peak intensity of soft X-ray ( f ) against the duration of the flare event (t) of the 585 solar flare events during Solar Cycle 23 covered from September 1997 to December 2006. In the figure the red triangles indicate that the flare events are accompanied by shocks at L1, and the green triangles indicate that the flare events are not accompanied by shocks at L1. From Figure 1 we can see, in Region I when the soft X-ray peak intensity f or the duration of the flare event t are small enough, almost all the triangles are green, which means that the flare events with weak soft X-ray can not generate shocks arriving at the Earth. On the other hand, most of the events located in Region III of the figure are accompanied by shocks detected at L1, so the triangles there are almost all red. Region III stands for strong X-ray peak intensity and long duration of flare events. For events with moderate intensity and duration in Region II of the figure, the triangles with different color are more equally distributed in f and t space than that in the other two regions.
[13] Smith et al. [1994] studied the relationship between the total energy released from the Sun in a flare event E and the energy in soft X-ray E x . They gave the definition of E x , integrating under the curve between the flare's start and stop time. To get a finite area for integrating, a baseline at onehalf of the maximum flux was selected. The type II start time was regarded as the start time of the events. Based on the definition of E x in Smith et al. [1994] , we define a simplified variable E x ′ from the soft X-ray peak intensity f and the duration time t to approximately measure the strength of an X-ray event as,
where the threshold soft X-ray peak intensity f 0 and threshold duration time t 0 are set as 2 Â 10 À6 W/m 2 and 0.5 hr, respectively, to make our new prediction methods below the best. Note that when the soft X-ray peak intensity f ≫ f 0 and the duration time t ≫ t 0 , the simplified variable E x ′ is in the order of soft X-ray energy E x .
[14] In our new methods if the soft X-ray peak intensity or the duration time is not larger than the threshold values, we predict there is no shock arrival at the Earth because of the too weak X-ray event. Otherwise, if the E x ′ is larger than a threshold value E x0 ′ = 0.00014 Whr/m 2 we predict there is shock arrival at the Earth because of the strong X-ray event.
For the rest of cases with moderate X-ray events we use STOA model or STOASEP model to predict whether the shock would arrive at the Earth. Note that similar as Qin et al. [2009] in STOASEP we use 5-minute averaged solar energetic electron measures from the DE1 channel of ACE/ EPAM level two data with energy range 0.038-0.053 MeV [Gold et al., 1998 ]. For any event if the shock is predicted to arrive at the Earth, we use STOA to further predict the time when the shock will arrive. The new method that combine the soft X-ray observations and the STOA model to predict if the shock will arrive is called STOAF, while the other one that combine the soft X-ray observations and the STOASEP model is called STOASF.
Performance of New Methods, STOAF and STOASF
[15] A standard meteorology methodology can be used to test a forecast model. It is known that there are four possible results for one prediction, hit (h), miss (m), false alarm (fa) and correct null (cn). If the model makes a Yes prediction and a shock is detected within AE24 hours of the predicted time the result is "hit". On the other hand, if a shock is detected but none is predicted or the predicted time given by the model is more than 24 hours before or after the detection, it is "miss". Furthermore, "false alarm" refers to a shock predicted but none is observed within a window of one to five days following the solar flare event. While "correct null" means that no shock is predicted and none is observed within four days after the solar flare event. Note that "hit" + "miss" represents the number of observed events with shock and that "false alarm" + "correct null" represents the number of events without shock. Table 1 shows the performance of STOA, STOASEP, STOAF, and STOASF evaluated with the 585 solar flare events in Solar Cycle 23 described in section 1. Columns 4-7 of Table 1 show the contingency entries. Column 8 lists the ratios of hit/miss (h/m). Column 9 shows the success rates (sr) which is defined as (h + cn)/ (h + m + fa + cn). A c 2 test is used to indicate the dependency between the IP shocks' observations at L1 and the predictions given by these methods. A significance level of 0.05 is adopted here. Larger c 2 value means that the dependence between the observations and the predictions is better. P-value indicates the statistical significance of the forecasts. And p < 0.05 indicates a high level of significance. The statistical significance of the prediction results is indicated by c 2 and p-values listed in column 10 and column 11.
[16] Since sometimes it is not very clear which event matches with a certain shock, especially when multiple events are very near in time, for a model we can re-arrange the event-shock pairs within a narrow range to get the best performance in statistics. Here, to check the performance of 
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different models we use the event-shock pairs best for the STOA model. It is possible we could improve any other models' performance in statistics a little by re-arranging the event-shock pairs within a narrow range. However, the overall results are not changed.
[17] We can see from Table 1 that STOA model gives the highest value of hit, but also the highest false alarm. Generally speaking, STOA model tends to predict more shocks, so it performs very well on flare events followed by shocks arriving at the Earth, but very badly on events without a shock arriving at the Earth. On the other hand, STOASF performs very well on events without shocks arriving, but relatively badly on events with shocks arriving. Actually, STOASEP, STAOF, and especially STOASF perform much better to reduce false alarm than STOA does. Low false alarm means high correct null. STOASF gets the highest correct null, 244, while STOA model missed the least shocks. STOA and STOASF get the worst and best success rate, respectively. It is noted that the number of observed events with shock, "hit(h) + miss(m)" is 229 and that the number of events without shock, "correct null(cn)+false alarm(fa)" is 356. In addition, the results of the c 2 test for the four models are shown in Table 1 . The p-values are all <0.05 which indicate a high level of significance. So we can have considerable confidence in these models.
[18] Furthermore, we adopt a set of forecast skill scores used by meteorological community [McKenna-Lawlor et al., 2006 ] to test the performance of different methods. The forecast skill scores we use are (i) probability of detection, yes (POD y ); (ii) probability of detection, no (POD n ); (iii) false alarm ratio (FAR); (iv) ratio of number of events with shock forecast to that with shock detection (BIAS); (v) critical success index (CSI); (vi) true skill score (TSS), vii) Heidke skill score (HSS); (viii) Gilbert skill score (GSS). Note that for scores POD y , POD n , CSI, TSS, HSS, and GSS, the higher scores are better, and for score FAR, a lower score is better, while for BIAS, a score nearer to 1 is better. For the detailed description of these scores, please refer to McKenna-Lawlor et al. [2006] .
[19] The skill scores of the models with the 585 solar flare events in Solar Cycle 23 are listed in Table 2 . POD y represents the model's ability in forecasting the solar flare events with shocks arriving at the Earth, and POD n represents the model's ability in forecasting the solar flare events without shocks arriving at the Earth. The POD y and POD n for STOA are 0.75 and 0.35, respectively. The small value of POD n means there are too much false alarms. However, compared with STOA, the new methods STOAF and STOASF's performance is slightly worse for POD y but much better for POD n . Notably, STOASF's POD n is twice as large as STOA's. Furthermore, the BIAS of STOA is 1.76, and that of STOASF is 1.11 which is much closer to 1. While STOASEP and STOAF, get moderate BIAS (1.36 and 1.33, respectively). In addition, the two new methods all get much higher scores of TSS, HSS and GSS than STOA does. It is noted that the four models almost give the same root square of the DT, i.e., the root mean square of DT from STOA, STOASEP, STOAF and STOASF are 11.6, 11.5, 11.9 and 11.5 hours, respectively.
Conclusion and Discussion
[20] With the help of soft X-ray observations at L1, two new SAT prediction methods, STOAF and STOASF, are provided in this work. The two new methods need the observation of peak intensity of soft X-ray f during solar flare events, and the event duration t, both of which can be derived from the temporal profiles of the GOES X-ray flux. Furthermore, E x ′ , a simplified variable from the soft X-ray peak intensity and the duration time to approximately measure the energy released by a flare in soft X-ray, E x [Smith et al., 1994] , is used in the new methods. According to E x ′ we divide the flare events into three types. Type I includes the events with small soft X-ray peak intensities or short durations which indicates the associated solar flare events are too weak to generate shocks or generate shocks that are not strong enough to arrive at L1. If the events belong to type I, no matter what the other conditions are, the method will always give a No prediction which means no shock will arrive at L1. On the contrary, the associated soft X-rays of the solar flare events belong to type III are with large soft X-ray energy, and it is believed that they would more likely generate shocks that could arrive at L1. So Yes predictions will be given no matter what other conditions are. The left events belong to type II that have moderate soft X-ray energy, then we use magnetoacoustic Mach number or the solar energetic particles to predict whether the shock will arrive at L1. The separation of the time-intensity space into regions could be done differently, but we think the way we do it here has physics meaning, and the values we choose in equation (1) give best prediction. We also tried different way, e.g., a straight line to separate region III, but could not get good result. In addition, similar as STOA, the two new methods need the initial coronal shock velocity, the piston driving time, and the flare's location on the Sun. Furthermore, the solar wind velocity measured at 1 AU, or 400 km/s if it is not available, is needed. At last, STOASF also needs the SEP observations by ACE/EPAM.
[21] The performance of the two new methods, STOAF and STOASF, together with the two old models, STOA and STOASEP, are evaluated using the 585 solar flare events and their relative observations at L1 during the Solar Cycle 23. Compared with STOA, the two new methods get higher success rate, especially the STOASF model. In addition, the two new methods' scores of several standard meteorological skills (POD n , FAR, BIAS, TSS, HSS and GSS) are much better than that of STOA. Therefore, it is shown that the soft X-ray energy could be used to improve SAT prediction models. However, since the soft X-ray energy and SEP flux are used to mainly reduce those events without shock arriving from forecast in the new methods, some events with shock arriving are missed. Therefore, the STOA model tends to predict shocks more often than the other three models, so its POD y value is the highest. However, the STOASF has the ability to predict the correct null, or "all clear" forecast. To be able to reliably predict all clear periods is very important from the point of view of operational predictions. In addition, since all the models use the method of STOA to predict the arriving time of shocks, they get the similar root square of the DT. Compared with STOASEP, although STOAF model does not improve the SAT prediction, it uses observation data at L1 from different satellites/instrument, so the new method STOAF is still useful in case the data of one satellite is not available in real time.
[22] The physics-based 3D numerical models that start at the Sun [e.g., S. T. Wu et al., , 2011 Feng et al., 2007 Feng et al., , 2009 Feng et al., , 2011 can simulate the magnetic structures in solar wind and the propagation of their disturbance. Although, with excessive computation resources requirements, the performance of these models in prediction of solar wind disturbance usually does not surpass that of other ones, it is essential for the space weather prediction that the quantitative physics-based 3D numerical simulation of solar wind is eventually used in practice.
[23] In the future, we will continue to study the improvement of other SAT prediction models instead of STOA with the help of soft X-ray energy and SEP measurement at 1 AU.
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